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 Abstract: Another assumption needs to be made to save astrophysics from stellar fusion mind virus. It is 
hypothesized that stars are ball lightning on large scales. Stars are electrical phenomenon that are electromagnetic in 
nature and do not resemble or represent in any way the wrong mind virus mathematical models of the 18th-20th 
centuries.  
 
 In all universities around the Earth, the Sun and other stars are fusion reactors, regardless if their 
theoretical (not real) models have been falsified extensively: 
 
 1. Absence of neutrinos. (falsification of fusion model) 
 2. The Sun is too round for their models to be correct. (falsification of fusion/mass model) 
 3. The corona is hotter than the surface. (unpredicted by fusion model) 
 4. They have no rational explanation for its formation. (gravity ex nihilo is logical contradiction) 
 5. Helioseismological measurements have shown the sun is undifferentiated, meaning it has no  
     core and is more than likely a hollow shell of electrically conducting plasma.  
 6. No fusion reactor has ever simulated the fusion reactor model for the Sun, regardless if they 
     have faith in it being true for over 70 years and billions of dollars wasted.  
 
 It should be obvious to humanity that something is seriously wrong. Instead of doing the same 
thing and expecting different results and keeping the failed fusion model on faith regardless if it has been 
extensively falsified, we need to think differently. Stars are macro-scale dissipative events. They are 
literally ball lightning on large scales. When they cool, the silicates and iron will condense in their 
centers, lose electrical charge by neutralizing and combine into red hot cores and form crusts full of rocks, 
hydrocarbons, minerals and even oceans and atmospheres (which still conduct electricity).[1][2][3] There is 
no other way to weld together the iron cores of stars or make any collection of molecules such as water on 
large scales, the elements must be charged so that they can combine in the first place. Rocks do not form 
from being squeezed together they must be ionized! Stars are literally chemical, physical, and vacuum 
vapor deposition mechanisms. Stars are young planets that are still mostly ionized!  The establishment 
wants people to believe in the fusion model so they ridicule and attack those who have alternative 
explanations by calling them pseudoscientists and crack pots/cranks. They claim that ball lightning is too 
rare to study and has unreliable witness testimony, yet all life on Earth would not survive without a 
stable one giving Earth its orbit. Ball lightning is very common in the Milky Way galaxy. Our galaxy is 
literally a collection of billions of ball lightning phenomenon that will cool and neutralize becoming what 
humans call “planets”. It is suggested to the reader to work to study this phenomenon and try their best 
to ignore the outdated propaganda taught by their college professors.  
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